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It's true. Your source for paint is also your source for flooring.
Count on Sherwin-Williams Hoorcovering Centers for leading brands, 24 -hour turn and rehable

installation. And, of course, know that our Paint Stores are right around the corner with the

coatings, tools and expert advice you need to complete the job. You see, for quality, competitive

prices, and expert service, we've covered it all. To find the nearest Sherwin-Williams Paint Store

or Floorcovering Center visit sherwin-williams.com/sto re -locator

)2O18 The Sherwin-Williams company
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In one way or another, technology has always
been with us. But now it scems to be evolving at a rapid
pace like never before. By the time we've learned about "the lat-
est," there's a new and improved "latest" to which we need to pay
attention. It helps to be nimble in this age of technology keep our
eyes and ears open for new developments and be ready to adapt.

One technology that's creating a very loud buzz is blockchain.
We most often hear about it in relation to cryptocurrency, but it's

beginning to catch on in other areas as well-and the real estate
industry is no exception. Some in our field believe, as you'll see
when you turn to the feature on PlO, that it's just a matter of
time l)efore property management adopts a standard blockchain
system for our records. We hope this article will familiarize you
with what hlockchain is, what to expect from it and how it could

affect your business in the future.
How we interact with others has obviously changed because

of technology For example, its use can go a long way toward
streamlining communications between property managers and
their vendors. Whether taking bids, tracking projects or sharing
documents, there are now several tech approaches property man-

agers and vendors can take to exchange irif'ormation and track
progress, among other things. If you flip to P16 you can learn
more about how property managers can leverage technology to
maintain their vendor relationships.

And how does technology shape our laws? Our Public Poli-
cy column on P34 tackles two areas where legislation has been
making headlines-net neutrality and data security. Both play
significant roles in best business l)ractices, so changing the regu-
lations that govern them naturally means changing the manner
in which we do business, perhaps in critical ways.

Technology is an ever -evolving arena; if you don't try to at
least be aware of its developments, it can put you on a rocky
road. But if you hold on and ride its many waves, it can open up a

world of opportunities for you-and your real estate enterprises
-to evolve with it.
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The first rule of any technology used in a
business is that automation applied to an efficient
operation will magnify the efficiency. The second
is that automation applied to an inefficient
ODeration will magnify the inefficiency.

1 1 -BILL GATES

Do You
Have an
App for
That?
Ash Belt of Updater sees apps as
the new websites, and if they haven't
atready, property management firms
should seriously consider using

apps for their properties. Apps are a
natural progression from websites-
notes Bell, It's difficult to imagine a

property not having a website. right?
Soon it will be difficult to imagine
a property not have an app." With

that, he uses the way websites have
evolved to offer up features a good
property management app should

have:

> A clean and intuitive navigation

> Tools for both prospective and
current residents-providing
direct marketing exposure to
residents and allowing for guest
authorization (without a written
binder)

> Ability to check apartment
availability and book tours

,

FTC:

FIVE KEY PRINCIPLES TO A SOUND
DATA SECURITY PROGRAM
The Federal Trade Commission has set forth the following five key principles

for businesses to follow when creating a data security program.

1 Take stock. Know what personal information you have in your files
and on your computers.

Scale down. Keep only what you need for your business.

Lock it. Protect the information that you keep.

Pitch it. Properly dispose of what you no longer need.

Plan ahead. Create a plan to respond to security incidents.

Source: National Assaciatian of Realtors, Data and Privacy Toolkit; Federal Trade Commission,
"Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business," available at ftc. gov/infosecurity.

> Instant messaging for residents to
of executives report that blockchaincommunicate directly with staff
and smart contracts will be critical60%> A hub for maintenance requests
to their organizations over the nextand emergency alerts
three years.

Saurce: updater.cam, Ash Bell, "The Nat -to -Miss
Property Management Tech Trends far 2018" Source: Accenture Technology Vision 2018 Tech Trends Report
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Formalizing
Looking
Forward
Research done by Deloitte that looked
at Fortune 100 companies determined
that 67 of them employ the use of an
innovation center, 'a formal initiative
that harnesses disruptive technologies
and partnerships to improve
operations, products and customer

experiences." The most frequently
used words in these companies'
mission statements are:

Innovate 72

Technology 54

Solution

Lab

Business
Create

Industry
New

Drive

Health care
World

Research

Computer
Customer Experience

Source: Deloitfe, Tech Trends 2018: The
symphonic enterprise: Exponential technology
watch list

CHIEF OF THE
DATA DOMAIN
With data information becoming more
important to businesses, the need
for an executive to oversee its use
has become more necessary as well.
Thus, the creation of the position
of Chief Data Officer (COO). And

according to Gartner, the priorities
of this role are shifting. In 2016. the
lop priority for less than 50% of
successful COOs was value creation
or revenue generation; Gartner
estimates that this percentage
will jump to 80% through 2021.
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PET-FRI EN 0 LY
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ECO -FRI END LY
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22%
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Source: Gartner.com, Amy Forni "Keys to

Success for Chief Data Officers"
Source: Buildium, The 2018 Renter's Report
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Aftermath of the Kumamoto
earthquakes: Kumamoto Castle and

Kumamotodai Shrine (Left), and
F i fl d i fl g S h e It e r Sunlive Kengun shopping arcade (right).

By Daniel Morales

On June 18 of this v'ar. I REM Japan Members in

Osaka were awoken by a magnitudc 6+ I trthquake.

one of the largest in the region since the 1995 Great Hanshin
earthquake.

Although the damage was limited, the quake was strong
enough to make it difficult to stand and knocked over furniture
and free-standing walls, injuring many and disrupting
transportation and infrastructure over a wide area.

Arihiro Shintani, CPM, of Assist Asset Inc. noted on
Facebook, "We had an intense shake. For the time being, the
dishes are still intact."

Shintani's levity in a serious situation can be seen as
somewhat representative of the Japanese response; while there
was worry about the damage, people quickly shifted into assess-
ment and repair modes.

The Japanese government has many parameters in place to
respond to an emergency such as a large earthquake. A sys-
tem called minas/zi Icasetsu in Japanese is part of a law allowing
prefectures to cover the cost of private rentals for some of those
displaced in an emergency, and it has been an effective way to
supplement temporary housing. The minashi kasetsu system not
only allows for quick housing for uprooted individuals, but has
provided an opportunity for property managers to be of service
in th(' aftermath of a disaster.

JAPAN'S EARTHQUAKE -PRONE TERRAIN

Because of its location at the intersection of several tectonic
plates, Japan is one of the most earthquake -prone areas in the
world. There are frequently small tremors, and larger seismic
events happen several times each decade across the archipelago.
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In the worst cases, earthquakes can have catastrophic cfficts
on Japan's housing supply. In March 2011, the Great EastJapan
Earthquake left morc than 340,000 people displaced and even-
tually required over 118,000 units of emergency housing across

the country.
Kumamoto is the capital city of Kumamoto Prefecture,

which is located on the western coast of Kyushu, Japan's
southernmost major island. Despite its location far from major
metropolises, Kumamoto is the 17th largest city in Japan with
a population of 730,000, putting it on the same level as Denver,
Amsterdam and Seville, Spain.

In April 2016, two earthquakes of magnitudes 6.2 and 7.0
over a two -clay period left 31,025 homes in Kumamoto de-
stroyed or badly damaged. Some areas of the city did not have
water for over a week.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS LAWS

The 1947 Disaster Relief Act provides specifications for prefab-
ricated temporary housing used during disasters, but often more
housing is needed. In some cases, including the 2011 tsunami,
these temporary housing facilities are not enough to house the
number of people displaced. In other cases, such as the 1995
Great Hanshin earthquake in Kohe, the disasters hit dense ur-
ban areas, and there is a lack of open space on which to build
temporary housing. Kumamoto is a compact city center, so it
fell into the latter case. For this reason, minashi kaseLsu became
part of the law as a way to provide an alternative when tempo-
rary housing was not enough.

In Kumamoto, those without housing contacted their local
governments for documentation and then worked with real
estate companies, including those with CPM Members on staff,
to find private rental units. Ryo Yamanami, CPM, CCIM, of
IT Nice Real Estate, Inc. in Kumamoto, notes that his company
worked with around 20 families,

Once a property was selected, the displaccd party applied
for housing through the local government, which passed on
applications that met requirements to the prefectural govern-
ment. The prefecture then entered into a rental contract with
the owner of' the property.

Kumamoto clearly learned lessons from the Great East
Japan Earthquake. During that disaster, the initial plan was to
have governments work with real estate companies to provide a
list of available properties, but the rules were loosened to allow
evacuees to find their own rental properties in order to expe-
dite the process. In Kumamoto, the process began with this step
already in place.

Costs of rental units were limited to no higher than 60,000
yen ($545) per month, with an exception for families of five or
more, in which case the limit was 90,000 yen ($817) per month.
The rental agreements were limited to two years, which is the
same lease term used for prefabricated housing units.

Kumamoto Prefecture covered the cost of rent, fees associat-
ed with moving into the building, the introduction fee for the
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REBOUNDING AFTER A DISASTER

Despite the recent earthquakes, Yoshimi Hirakawa, CPM,
CCIM, of Meiwa Real Estate notes that Kumamoto's loca-
tion is making it an attractive destination. "The Kumamo-
to Shinkansen bullet train has had a tremendous impact,"
she says, referring to the rapid line that was completed in
2011. "Kumarnoto is the midpoint of Kyushu. Increasing-
ly, people and corporations arc making it their headquarters
because of this fact. If the population grows, the city will also
be energized."

In May 2018, IREM Japan hosted its annual meeting in
Kumamoto. It felt like a celebration of sorts. The 2016 Annual
Meeting was initially planned to be held in Kumamoto hut was
quickly shifted to Tokyo due to the earthquakes.

Kyushu members were extremely welcoming and excited to
celebrate how far Kumamoto has come in the past two years.
Eighty-three new CPM Members were installed, and all 500
participants left the conference energized and eager to contin-
ue building the IREM community in Japan. "We have stud-
ied together, drunk together, worked togethcr, and that has led
to good relationships and growth of the CPM program," says
Yamanami. "This is a contributing factor to the quick recovery
of Kumamoto's real estate market and IREM's success here." .

Daniel Morales (dmoralesøirern.org) is international programs liaison at
IREM Headquarters in Chicago.

E________

REM Japan has played an

important part in the recovery
of hour;ing following major

disasters in Japan, and one of

the best examples of the role the
association has played has been

in Kumamoto. After the 2016
earthquakes there, IREM Members

quickly went into action, and many
attributed some of the recovery to
the close relationships between

members of the real estate

industry in the city.

REM Japan Kyushu Chapter

President Toshiyuki Okabe, CPM,

says that some CPM Members
were able to provide technical

expertise: CFMs knew many
licensed architects and had them

come assess the damage. Because

they had official licenses, the
response to reconstruction needs

was very fast." Their ability to
quickly assess proper ties helped
local governments proceed with

recovery work.

The REM camaraderie extends
beyond prefecture lines. Members

from northern Japan provided
advice about recovery based on

their experiences with the Great
East Japan Earthquake, and

members from nearby Fukuoka
brought housewares, drinking
water and food to help those

affected.
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First, let's be clear. There is, at this writing, no rock -solid,
time -tested, market -defining blockchain program for property
management. But don't go away. As Karen Whitt, CPM, RPA,
CRE and president of U.S. Inveswr, Real Estate Management
and Project Management Services at Colliers International,
AMO, explains, "It's coming."

The technology is already making inroads on the transac-
tion side of the real estate table, and in the broader marketplace,
it has long been associated with so-called cryptocurrency, most
famously as a platform for Bitcoin (more on that shortly). But
while it's not in the property management arena yet, you won't
have long to wait.

"The larger firms may talk about it more," says Whitt. "But
it will definitely be impactful across the board." She sees it first
continuing to spread through the transactional side of the busi-
ness and then expanding into property management, and to
both large and small outfits, "as people recognize what it can
do. Ultimately, it won't limit itself to large, institutional players."

In fact, among those larger players, IBM is currently run-
ning ads for its blockchain supply -chain project with Walmart
You can catch it on YouThbc, along with some other nifty en-
try-level descriptions of the technology.

 BLOCKCHAIN 101
Ironically, it is the highly shared nature of information on the
blockchain that provides security for records stored there. As
Sandy Selman defines it, blockchain provides a "shared, cen-
tralizeci public ledger that houses an immutable, chronological
record of transactions." He ought to know. Selman, a veteran
of the venture capital market, is co-founder of CPROP, a block -
chain technology provider specifically focused on the real estate

market.

AT ITS CORE, EXPLAINS WEBSITE
HACKERNOON.COM, BLOCKCHAIN IS:

1) a distributed network of computers, or nodes;
2) where each node contains a chain of blocks;
3) where each block contains a ledger with a list of

transactions;

4) where each transaction is incorruptible

(i.e. cryptographically secure);
5) and is linked to the previous transactions for the resource

it is representing." When transactions or documents are
added, they are time -stamped, but each preceding transaction
remains unchangeable --immutable and chronological, as

Selman says.

Hacking a blockchain is virtually impossible since said hack-

er would need simultaneous access to a majority of the nodes in

that network to effect a change for nefarious purposes, and no
computer to date has that sort of bandwidth.

Reports of cryptocurrency hacking only confuse the issue,
and in the process do blockchain a disservice. "Blockchain is the
underlying technology that enables cryptocurrency to trade, but
it has important uses that go far beyond crypto," says Selman.
"You can't have cryptocurrency without blockchain, but you
can have blockchain without cryptocurrency."

The news -grabbing hacks were of electronic wallets and
exchanges holding cryptocurrency, he says, reiterating that,
"Blockchain is virtually hack -proof. It and crypto are two en-
tirely different subjects." To link the two is a baby-and-bathwa-
ter analogy.

Lisa Stanley, president and CEO of OSCRE International,
agrees. "A lot of people focus on Bitcoin or other cryptocurrency

platforms, and they get bogged down there, even though cryp-
tocurrency is a small microcosm of the power of that tool," she
says. "Document updates happen in plain view of all of the par-
ticipants, so the likelihood of hacking is infinitesimally small,
certainly compared to current systems we have."

HOW TECHNICAL IS THE TECHNOLOGY? 
Not surprisingly, the internal coding of blockchain is a complex
deal, fit for a programmer, but no worries there. "You're not
putting documents on the blockchain," says Selman. "You're
putting digital signatures, 32 -character strings of numbers and
letters, also called a hash. I can hash your name, a picture, a 50 -

page report and get the same unique 32 -character string each
time. When you create this hash and put it on a blockchain, it
gets timestamped so you know the date and time it was validat-
ed by the network."

If that sounds daunting, read on. You needn't be a computer
programmer to access and make blockchain work for you. In
fact, it is the mission of companies such as CPROP to render
user-friendly blockchain applications. After all, you don't need
to know the coding that goes into your Linkedln page, right?

"People are put off by what they don't understand," says

DOCUMENT UPDATES
HAPPEN IN PLAIN
VIEW OF ALL OF THE
PARTICIPANTS, SO THE
LIKELIHOOD OF HACKING
IS INFINITESIMALLY SMALL.

, -LISASTANLEY
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Sciman. "The goal is to create practical, value -adding block -
chain implementations, so people who aren't programmers can
engage so easily that they don't even know they're using block -

chain. We're not the real estate industry experts, hut we help
identify, develop and deploy these applications."

"That whole 32 -character issue is well beyond the scope
of what property managers need to know," says Stanley. "It is
so much more accessible than that. But you still need to have
technical expertise within your organization." Or a dedicated
third -party provider.

The transparency and ease of use will only allow acceptance
to blossom. In fact, Whitt cites Dcloitte statistics that 10 percent
of the global GDP will be blockchain-enablcd by 2025.

'There are public and private versions of the tech-
nology, with the former allowing separation for propri-
etary data. Whitt believes that, farther down the pike,
more information will be shared on the public side.

Not surprisingly, she feels this will bc a generational thing.

"Millennials generally arc much more likely to share in-
formation," she says. "They're already sharing cars and office
space. And you'll see more transparency across the board as
that willingness to share grows. Blockchain supports that will-
ingness."

 BLOCKCHAIN AND YOU
So how does all of this boil down for property managers? "We
never cease to be amazed at the uses that bubble up from our in -

HOW DOES

BLOCKCHAIN WORK?

dustry partners," says Selman, who emphasizes the transparency
and trust aspects. "Applications specific to property management
could include identity, escrow and transaction management as
well as authentication of leasing documentation."

Most critical to the property manager, adds Whitt, is the
smart contract, "at least initially," she says. "Smart contracts
will allow us to sign leases digitally and even make rent and
contractor payments automatically-and on time." (This, by
the way, is the juncture of blockchain smart contracts and cryp-
tocurrency applications.)

Now, what exactly is a smart contract? As Investopedia puts
it: "Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms
of the agreement between buyer and seller being directly writ-
ten into lines of code." (But rcmcmber, we're not worried about
coding, right?)

"Smart contracts permit trusted transactions and agree-
ments to be carried out among disparate, anonymous parties
without the need for a central authority, legal system or external
enforcement mechanism. They render transactions traceable,
transparent and irreversible."

The leasing process benefits all parties in another way as
well. Potential tenants needn't requalify every time. Credit -wor-
thiness is a matter of verified record. "You know who someone is
by virtue of the fact that they're validated through blockchain,"
Selman explains. "Show me a pain point around trust and ver-
ification, and I'll show you a nascent blockchain application for
property managers."
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TECH BEGETS TECH 
The concept of biockchain can be turbocharged when we travel
a little farther out on the adoption timelinc to imagine a nexus
between that technology and other up -and -corners, such as ar-
tificial intelligence (Al) or machine learning. Lisa Stanley pro-
vides an example from the commercial sector:

With Al, for instance, "If you know that on Fridays, only 15
percent of a building's occupants will be in, you can coordinate

your activities with other stakeholders, facilities management or
HVAC technicians, and adjust such things as temperature con-
trol or lighting availability to fit the population that's there. (You
can) even consider restricting workplace access to certain parts
of the building."

Human intervention might be needed in the first interaction,
"1)ut then it becomes an almost automatic communication as
Al accumulates the badge -swiping or other sensory data of that
asset." This, she says, is where thc entire smart -building con-
versation is headed. Such responsiveness to occupant movement
patterns "makes one building more attractive to a prospcctive
tenant than another."

Blockchain gives authorized participants access to that in-
formation, adding such important information as payment
processing, occupancy date and capital expenses and improve-
ments. Essentially, the systems and the critical stakeholders now
talk to each other, in real time, anytime.

And this, in turn, speaks directly to an ever-present issue for
IREM Members: the blurring of lines between asset and prop-
erty management. As we all know, the traditional isolation of
roles between property, asset and portfolio manager is already
melting away.

"Ready access to information collected by the property man-
ager can be extraordinarily helpful for other managers along
that chain," Stanley says, "and enable them to perform their
jobs more efficiently and effectively." Performance data of all
sorts, from renovation costs to scheduling maintenance work
and upgrading HVAC, become instantly accessible to-and
verified for-all parties in the network.

Eventually, Whitt adds, such important documents as
IREM's annual Income/Expense Analysis reports could also
he blockchain-enabled.

Wc hear so much these days about disruption-usually in the
context of technology. We may well be about to witness a disrup-
tion of the long -held belief that knowledge is power. Blockchain
has the potential to pivot us into an era of transparency and
trust, where the real power lies in knowledge shared. .

John Salustri is a contributing writer for JPM, If you have
questions regarding this article or you are an REM Member
interested in writing for JPM, please email jpm(ãiremorq.

'C
SHOW ME A PAIN POINT
AROUND TRUST AND
VERIFICATION, AND I'LL
SHOW YOU A NASCENT
BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATION.

-SANDY SELMAN

THE ESSENTIAL
BLOCKCHAI N

>) No one article can answer all of the questions
about this burgeoning technology-especially given
that it's not yet done infiltrating the various disciplines
of commercial or residential real estate. But for

newbies to the discussion, here are the major points
about blockchain you can't do without, as provided
by the experts interviewed for this article:

As Sandy Selman explains: "First, it's not a cure

for cancer. It does one thing exceedingly well: to serve
as the ultimate virtual notary. Second, remember
that you don't need to be a pro, especially if you're
working with a company that has a good IT team."

Lisa Stanley emphasizes that, while property
management is not yet a major focus for blockchain
providers, keep in mind that the basic technology
has moved beyond the concept stage. "It's not
coming," she says. "It's already here."

As blockchain rolls closer to property management
applications, she says, it is essential to keep in
mind the comparative safety of the technology.
'The distributed, digital ledger aspects that are
cloud -based mean that no one company has

exclusive control over that data," she says.
And, as Karen Whitt suggests, don't judge a book

by its applications. Too many professionals link
Bitcoin, the cryptocurrency platform, with blockchain.
Don't, she warns. "They're two different ideas."

Finally, as the technology approaches property
management, there is one surprisingly octogenarian rule

that still applies: "The old saying, 'garbage in garbage
out' hasn't changed," Stanley explains. "Now's the time
for property managers to take a good, hard look at the
data driving their business decisions and determine if
some remedial work needs to be done. If that data is
inconsistent with the reality of the asset, it won't be
improved by moving to a different technology platform."
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trust, where the real power lies in knowledge shared. .
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UNTIL FAIRLY RECENTLY, ENTER-
PRISE SOFTWARE PLATFORMS FOR
REAL ESTATE LARGELY FOCUSED
ON ACCOUNTING, FINANCE AND
OTHER BACK OFFICE OPERATIONS.

And the advanced programming languages, mobile reach and
internet capacity that enable automated workflows and remote
access available for the back office hadn't reached the front office.

Things are different today-for the better. New software
applications squarely target the front office, lending new dyna-
mism to leasing, customer services, facility management, devel-
opment and other operations. Role -based user interfaces simpli-
fy tasks and provide a direct connection between the property
operations team and their back -office teammates, external bro-
kers and other stakeholders. The front office can work faster,
easier and in greater harmony with the full enterprise.

WHAT DOES THE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY DED-
ICATED TO THE FRONT OFFICE MEAN IN PRACTICAL
TERMS? It signals that property management technology has
reached the point where remote access is both affordable and
effective for managers involved in leasing, construction and
facilities management. It also means leasing and asset man-
agement can complete deals with a previously unattainable
degree of collaboration. Development vice presidents can im-
mediately evaluate risk and make better decisions with instant
access to data such as lease comps, revenue trends and con-
tractor and job analysis.

Or consider construction managers working to correct a
problem with a building's foundation. In an earlier era, they

would call or email the back office, or even leave the site alto-
gether. Today, using apps designed for their role, they can enter
the work order from a mobile device. The change order auto-
matically flows to the back office and is recorded in the property
management and accounting platform. The adjustment is fully
visible to all parties and the construction manager can stay on
site, ready to tackle the next task.

Similarly, new role -based apps have facilitated lease nego-
tiations between asset managers and third -party brokers. Deal
reviews that previously required multiple emails or meetings
can be done with all parties reviewing and discussing the same
document simultaneously.

Another process that the new generation of front office tech-
nology has streamlined is budgeting and forecasting. Similar to
construction managers, leasing agents in the field, lacking direct
access to the back office, traditionally had to enter their lease as-
sumptions with phone calls or multiple emails. New mobile apps
let them enter assumptions from their tablet, with the informa-
tion flowing directly to the budgeting and forecasting engine. A
time-consuming, error -prone workflow has given way to a more

user-friendly, accurate process.

TECHNOLOGY NO LONGER MERELY SUPPORTS PROP-
ERTY MANAGEMENT-IT'S KEY TO DRIVING REVENUE,
ATTRACTING AND RETAINING TENANTS AND SATISFY-
ING STAKEHOLDERS. Mobility and convenience are no longer

luxuries but expected features. The payoff can include complete
deal pipeline visibility, less risk, faster deal closures and job com-

pletions, up-to-date building maintenance, accurate revenue
predictions and better all-around decision -making.

Todd Huebsch is vice president of commercial sales at Yardi. Yardi is
an IREM Chairman Level Industry Partner. This article is published in
JPM as part of that partnership.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Ryan Estis
OPening Session
Thurs, Sept. 27

Customer expectations continue to change.

As a leader, how do you build high trust

and connect with your customers - your
most important stakeholders? How do you

embrace and lead change in order to drive

business growth? Are you open to the magic

of new possibilities? Our keynote speakers will

demonstrate how the strength of your victories

in business are based on

the people that work for

you and with you - it's all

about the connection!

Vinh Giang
Luncheon Keynote

Sat, Sept. 29

FEATURED EDUCATION SESSIONS

STEVE JOBS: THE LOST INTERVIEW

Whether you are a current leader or an aspiring one, Jobs
insights on how to engage people, share responsibility, and
lead creative minds will be of interest to you.

Presented by Jeff Tobe, M.Ed, CSP

DIVERSITY STRATEGY: AN INDUSTRY IMPERATIVE

Implementing a diversity strategy is key to increasing your
pool of talent and reaching multicultural markets. Join Robert
Rodriguez, PH.D., and a panel of thought Leaders from REM',

CBRE, and Cushman & Wakefield as they share best practices

on increasing diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
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11 Automation and mobility are a part
of our daily lives My phonc tells me how many
minutes it will take me to get to work depending on the time
and the day. A camera on my car gives me a view of what is
behind me when I am in reverse and vibrates if I am getting
too close to an object. I order and pay for consumer goods
online. I can find a dog -sitting match in my community, or
a ride home from a concert through an app on my phone.
Students in my real estate classes collaborate on group
projects through web -based document -sharing platforms like

______ Google Docs and Slide Share. As you find the technology
that works for you, you cannot imagine your life without it.

____________________ This is a growing trend in business, too.

TECHNOLOGY IN REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT

Real estate marketing and tenant and client interfaces have ben-
efited from advancements in technology. Securing and follow-
ing up with tenant leads and tracking communications through
contact management platforms have become much more auto-
mated and mobile. Software to manage lease and accounting
functions; track and forecast revenues, expenses and budgets;
and create reports is readily available and continues to improve.

Donna Becker, CPM, LEED Green Associate, general man-
ager with Cushman and Wakefield, AMO, and past IREM
Minnesota Chapter president, notes that she has seen a growing
trend in all areas of management to increase technology and
mobility. Property websites have apps for tenants, and pictures
can be uploaded and stored. Accounting software is growing in
scope to manage service contracts, so managers not only pay
their vendor invoices online, they also track and record activity
for easy mobile reference. Increasingly, today's platforms are in
the cloud, enabling details about a property to be viewed from
anywhere instantly on any device.

Approximately 30 percent of a property manager's time is
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spent on the physical asset. This is outside of the interactions
with tenants and owners. Many buildings are seeing automation
in operating the physical asset for temperature control, lighting
and security, and the like. However, much about managing the
physical is still a manual, labor-intensive process. The average
age of a property manager is mid -50s, and attracting younger
skilled labor becomes ever more difficult. This means that effi-
ciency improvements that enable more work to be done by fewer

people become ever more critical. What's more, there is a grow-
ing expectation that property managers will continue to take on
more, and those who do enter the property management work-
force will expect mobile automation in the workplace. Becker
agrees that in order to attract and retain the best workforce,
mobility is a necessity so people can work from anywhere on
comprehensive web -based platforms.

SOURCING AND PROCUREMENT ARE IMPORTANT

A 2017 Harvard Business Review research report entitled "High
Performance Sourcing and Procurement: Driving Value
through Collaboration" discusses how sourcing, procurement
and supply -chain management are critical to enterprise suc-
cess: "No enterprise is an island; each one exists as part of an
expansive eco-system of customers, competitors and collabo-
rators." Although it speaks to business in general, it is equally
applicable to real estate. It talks about how the use of digi-
tal technologies in non -customer -facing activities lags behind
technology utilization for other critical business activities. In
real cstate, technology is often used with key customers-with
building owners, tenants, residents and prospects-but not
necessarily in sourcing and procurement with vendors and ob-
taining and assessing bids.

According to Becker, "Property managers are always
looking for ways to deliver exceptional customer service to

their tenants and clients, and partnering with the right ven-
dor can help achieve this goal. I look for vendors
who understand the importance of creat-
ing additional value of their services over
competitors. One way is by offering access
to web -based software and apps. The access to
this technology provides managers the necessary tools to ex-
pedite service requests, consolidate a property's information
electronically for ease of access, and offer a variety of reports
which not only save time but ensures vendors' services were
performed. It can assist property managers in managing the
asset from a preventive maintenance perspective versus being
reactive to repairs, in preparing operating and capital bud-
gets, and in improving communication between managers
and vendors. Some examples of vendors using technology are
snow removal, landscaping, security patrol companies, janito-
rial, and roof maintenance."

InJune 2018, CBRE, AMO, purchased Facility Source for
$290 million to enhance delivery of integrated solutions for oc-
cupier clients. Facility Source is a high growth leader in tech-
nology -based procurement and facilities management solutions
and will help CBRE build a tech -enabled supply chain service.
Although the focus here is on occupier services, large companies
are taking steps across the board to make their supply chains
more efficient. This could be as simple as creation of a preferred
vendors list or as sophisticated as procurement of single -source
providers for things like property wcbsitc platforms.

VENDOR COLLABORATION: A MOVE TOWARD

AUTOMATION AND MOBILITY?

Of course, not every property manager works for a large com-
pany or on large buildings. But every property manager is chal-
lenged with how to best manage their service providers. Even
for property managers that have not embraced technology
themselves, their vendors might have, and property manage-
ment can reap the benefits.

APPROXIMATELY 30 PERCENT OF A PROPERTY
MANAGER'S TIME is spent on the physical asset. This is outside
of the interactions with tenants and owners. Many buildings are seeing
automation in operating the physical asset for temperature control,
lighting and security, and the like. However, much about managing the
physical is still a manual, labor-intensive process.
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IN VENDOR MANAGEMENT, A PROPERTY MANAGER MUST
THINK ABOUT:

1
TASK MANAGEMENT The prevailing tools used by prop-
erty management firms with vendors are email, phone
calls and spreadsheets. All of these require direct, non-lin-

ear, and incomplete messaging which leads to multiple follow-ups

from both the property manager and the vendor. Larger build-
ings or companies might be using web -based platforms for ser-
vice contracts to track, pay and communicate online. This is es-

pecially useful if the property manager or service provider is on
vacation and a substitute has to fill in.

2
FILE SHARING. If a property manager calls a vendor
to say, "I need to have my roof or parking lot fixed,"
the vendor's first question is, "What is the current condi-

tion?" The maintenance records are probably filed somewhere.
But if you think of going to a new doctor or dentist, the first
thing they ask for is all medical records to be transferred over.

If there was a "record holding device" for all property records
that could easily be shared with a property vendor, the price of
bidding and servicing the property would likely decrease, not
to mention ease the transfer to a new managing agent when an
account turns i)V('r.

3
CONTRACT TOOLS. Many property management com-
panies use siandard contracts for all vendors. But others
sign vendor contracts. In these situations, efficiency can

be gained by adding standard contract language and insurance
requirements to all bids to meet compliance. In addition, once
a contractor is awarded a bid, W-9 forms and certificates of in-
surance are typically required. Again, pulling these together is a
manually intensive administrative task handled through email,
and therefore buried in other communications and tracked on
spreadsheets that can benefit from automated contract tools.

4
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) MAKE TECHNOLOGY WORK FOR YOU-
MAPPING l'he power of a good map goes a long way.
Cities and counties are starting to use GIS tools, but

NO ENTERPRISE IS AN ISLAND;
each one exists as part of an expansive
eco-system of customers, competitors and
collaborators.

the vendors they use for their properties, and they use vendors
they know. Only jobs over a certain dollar amount or a service
needed every few years might be bid out. In the end, much is
left to the manager's discretion, with bidding often regarded as a
nuisance and records stored in electronic or paper files. What if
there was a "Kayak" or "Uber" type service that quickly and eas-

ily could provide real time quotes for the best price from different
providers for each job?

THE VENDOR PERSPECTIVE

Tony Swendsrud, vice president and CFO of Minutebids.com,
an online marketplace where property managers can locate ser-
vice providers, stated that challenges in vendors' industries are
pushing them to adopt technology as well. Their available work-
force is also decreasing, and contractors are looking for better,
faster information on both the bidding of a project and its exe-
cution. Minutebids.com customers realize that collaborating with
their contractors and providing detailed information actually
strengthens their relationships. The use of integrated
technology can improve the communication
process, improve efficiency and, optimally,
take cost out of the entire supply chain.

property managers continue to meet vendors at the property to
determine what work should be done and confirm that it has
been. GEO-tagged pictures for work requests or evidence of
completion could save both parties drive time for meetings as

well as provide a permanent time -stamped record of the work
completed.

- VENDOR AVAILABILITY AND MATCHING. Some
Dproperty management firms might have preferred ven-
dor lists, but often individual managers have control over

AND YOUR VENDORS

What is your organization doing to empower your employees
with automation and mobile access going forward so they can
better handle their responsibilities-and their business relation-
ships? The importance of relationships in real estate cannot be
taken away, and face-to-face interaction will always be important.
Still, technology can go far toward facilitating vendor manage-
ment or fostering vendor collaboration. .

KeUy Jameson, RPA, MBA, is assistant professor of real estate and
finance at St. Cloud State University in St. Cloud, Minn.
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account turns i)V('r.

3
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be gained by adding standard contract language and insurance
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manually intensive administrative task handled through email,
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4
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) MAKE TECHNOLOGY WORK FOR YOU-
MAPPING l'he power of a good map goes a long way.
Cities and counties are starting to use GIS tools, but

NO ENTERPRISE IS AN ISLAND;
each one exists as part of an expansive
eco-system of customers, competitors and
collaborators.

the vendors they use for their properties, and they use vendors
they know. Only jobs over a certain dollar amount or a service
needed every few years might be bid out. In the end, much is
left to the manager's discretion, with bidding often regarded as a
nuisance and records stored in electronic or paper files. What if
there was a "Kayak" or "Uber" type service that quickly and eas-

ily could provide real time quotes for the best price from different
providers for each job?

THE VENDOR PERSPECTIVE

Tony Swendsrud, vice president and CFO of Minutebids.com,
an online marketplace where property managers can locate ser-
vice providers, stated that challenges in vendors' industries are
pushing them to adopt technology as well. Their available work-
force is also decreasing, and contractors are looking for better,
faster information on both the bidding of a project and its exe-
cution. Minutebids.com customers realize that collaborating with
their contractors and providing detailed information actually
strengthens their relationships. The use of integrated
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process, improve efficiency and, optimally,
take cost out of the entire supply chain.

property managers continue to meet vendors at the property to
determine what work should be done and confirm that it has
been. GEO-tagged pictures for work requests or evidence of
completion could save both parties drive time for meetings as

well as provide a permanent time -stamped record of the work
completed.

- VENDOR AVAILABILITY AND MATCHING. Some
Dproperty management firms might have preferred ven-
dor lists, but often individual managers have control over

AND YOUR VENDORS

What is your organization doing to empower your employees
with automation and mobile access going forward so they can
better handle their responsibilities-and their business relation-
ships? The importance of relationships in real estate cannot be
taken away, and face-to-face interaction will always be important.
Still, technology can go far toward facilitating vendor manage-
ment or fostering vendor collaboration. .

KeUy Jameson, RPA, MBA, is assistant professor of real estate and
finance at St. Cloud State University in St. Cloud, Minn.
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A Growing Focus on Resilience
By Todd Feist

Recent natural disasters, develop resilience strategies for their portfolios.
from Hurricanes Sandy, Har- Strategies include integrating resilience factors into investment and enterprise risk
vey and Maria to wildfires in management processes, including acquisition and disposition decisions, and requiring
California, factor into a growing fo- management teams to apply resilience concepts such as resource efficiency and disaster
cus on resilience in cities and buildings, planning to building operations.

Resilience involves strategies that en-
hance durability and minimize damage INSURANCE COMPANIES ALREADY RESPONDING

from natural and manmade disasters. The insurance industry was among the first to sound the alarm on climate change.
The goals of resilience are to mitigate According to Bloomberg.com, AXA, a global insurance company, has warned that a
risks, prevent loss of life and reduce temperature increase of 3 to 4 degrees would make the planet uninsurable. Insurance
downtime. companies have already raised rates in areas prone to storms, extended the distance

from the coast beyond which they will not provide insurance, and abandoned some
OWNERS TAKE NOTICE coastal markets altogether.
Concerned with the risks of climate Companies are reportedly providing reduced premiums to properties that incorporate
change and pressured by investors to resilience strategies. Such incentives could make resilient design and retrofits more finan-
respond, some owners have begun to cially feasible.
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THE EMERGENCE OF THE CHIEF

RESILIENCE OFFICER

Cities and states are developing resil-
ience plans and applying resilient design
to infrastructure projects. Several have
recently created "Chief Resilience Of-
ficer" positions to direct strategies and
efforts across departments. Researchers
are also conducting assessments to iden-
ti1y vulnerable areas and predict impacts

to housing, public health, transportation
and other municipal functions.

Cities began to pay even more atten-
tion to resilience after Moody's Investors
Service published a report in 2017 on
how it incorporates climate change into
its ratings for bonds, with less favorable
rates for states and municipalities that
fail to address climate risks.

INTEREST

IN RESILIENCE EXPECTED

TO GROW

Interest in resilience should grow among
owners and investors, especially those
with assets in coastal markets and other
vulnerable areas.

According to The Economist, the num-
ber of disasters worldwide has qua-
drupled since 1970 to around 400 per
year. Munich Re Group, a reinsurance
company, found that 2016 had six times
more floods, landslides and avalanches
than 1980, and the total for 2016 was
the highest ever recorded. Capital Public
Radio said in a report that California's
firefighting agency, CAL FIRE, had
identified 2017 as the state's worst fire
season on record.

The good news is that we have gotten
better at preventing loss of life. Casual-
ties from natural disasters have steeply
declined since the 1970s, thanks to im-
proved buildings and better flood -pre-
vention measures. That level of adapta-
tion must continue as the world looks to
response measures, including resilience,
in the face of climate change. .

Todd Feist (tfeist(ãirem.org) is sustainability
program manager at REM Headquarters in
Chicago.
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BENCHMARKING
OF PERFORMANCE
IS CRITICAL TO THE EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
OF REAL ESTATE ASSETS AND AN ESSENTIAL
INSTRUMENT IN THE ASSET MANAGEMENT
MONITORING AND REPORTING TOOLBOX. \\liether
comparing a propertys performance to its peer group or measur-
ing the extent to which its revenues and expenses have changed
over time, benchmarking offers valuable insights that can be used
to guide asset management decisions. Asset managers can only
enhance the future value of properties in their portfolios if they
know how they have performed in the past and understand their

competitive positioning in the present. And doing this effectively

requires data.

This has been validated in research conducted by IREM as
part of a broader initiative that explores the points of connec-
tivity between the property management and asset management
professions. The research incorporated interviews with more
than 90 professionals from real estate investment management
firms and service providers across the United States.

EASING THE CHALLENGE OF FINDING THE TIME

Effective monitoring and benchmarking can be challenging
when asset managers are pulled in many different directions at
the same time. One asset manager working for a private equity
fund lamented: "I wish I had more time to do rou-
tine [monitoring] at the property level to see
what normal looks like. I spend 75 percent of
my time on 10 percent of the properties in my
portfolio that need the most attention, and it
really distracts from reviewing operations, fi-
nancial statements, industry trends and mar-
ket data."

Fortunately, new technologies are developing to help address
such concerns. Impressive software packages, coupled with the
widespread availability of data at the property and market level,
now allow asset managers to engage in data analytics in ways that

were not possible in the past. These resources are changing the
game and forcing many asset managers to move beyond "anecdot-

al conversations about a property's competitive position" towards
fact -driven analysis supported by "data collected in real time." Put

simply, "New technology platforms are giving asset managers bet-

ter access [to data of all sorts] and a heightened ability to identiFy

trends and predict when investments are likely to thrive and when

they are likely to struggle."

TEAMING UP WITH PROPERTY MANAGERS

Asset managers also look to the property managers with whom
they work for help culling and analyzing data for henchmarking

purposes. "Our business intelligence tools allow us to drill down

into operations, and we benefit from having multiple properties
to review to make comparisons and identiFy trends," said the rep-
resentative of a third -party property management company. "We
can also make year -over -year, quarter -over -quarter and quarter -

over -prior -year -quarter comparisons at the property level to see
what is going on. It serves as a reality check for budgeting and
operational expectations." The interviewee went on to note that
"Business intelligence tools have to work efficiently and [property

managers] have to keep data inputs up-to-date" because asset
managers "can't spend their whole day in spreadsheets and have
to rely on key performance indicators that allow for comparisons
across properties and regions."

WHICH DATA IS THE RIGHT DATA?

Despite the potential benefits, interviewees readily acknowledged
that leveraging benchmarking, data analysis and new technolo-
gies can be difficult. As one asset manager working in the multi-
family housing industry stated: 'All of the big questions
[in asset management] right now are about
data because we are collecting a lot of it from
our properties and our residents. The clifficul-
ty is figuring out how to make it work for you
instead of letting it bog you down; figuring out
what is worth computing and what you are computing simply
because you have the data."

One way third -party service providers can support meaningful
benchmarking is by investing in technological infrastructure. An
interviewee working in private equity suggested that IT systems
must be developed through collaboration between technology
officers and asset managers to make sure they allow for the col-
lection and storage of data in an organized manncr that allows
for easy retrieval in different formats. Robust systems were said to

accommodate comparative analysis across time and across prop-
erties, as well as the expedient calculation of key performance
indicators of interest to a multiplicity of constituency groups. .

Dustin C. Read, Ph.D.. J.D. (dcreadOlfävt.edu),

serves as an associate professor of property
management and real estate at Virginia
Tech, where he holds the William and Mary
Alice Park Junior Faculty Fellowship in the
program of real estate.
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The second half of 2017 was a rich, if disastrous, hurricane sea-
son. According to ABC News, for the first time on record, three
Category 4 hurricanes made landfall in the U.S., and Septem-
ber alone was the most active month on record for such storms.
Among the top three was Hurricane Maria, which pummeled
Puerto Rico, St. Croix and the cluster of islands in the Carib-
bean with 175 -mile -an -hour winds. Category 5 Maria left 547

dead and nearly $100 billion in damages.
"We've been managing properties down there since the car-

ly 1970s," says Michael B. Simmons, CPM, NAHP®-e, pres-
ident and CEO of Community Realty Management (CRM),
Inc., AMO. "So we've been through this before, with Hugo [a
Category 5 storm that hit in 1989] and Marilyn [Category 3 in
1995]." So experience, he says, helped in this latest crisis.

CRM, it should be noted, manages 8,700 units, mostly in the

Mid -Atlantic states and the Caribbean. The assets range from
affordable housing to office buildings and single-family homes.

That experience has sharpened the ability of the firm, head-
quartered in Pleasantville, NJ., to clear many hurdles, such
as managing properties some 1,700 miles away in St. Croix, a

particular challenge during a record -breaking storm. This is
especially true given that the CRM assets there are affordable
housing, a fact that would add another layer of process to recov-

ery efforts.
If that were not enough, the tiny island is virtually devoid of

ready building materials. "There's a cinder -block plant and a
rum distillery," says Simmons, making it necessary for all prod-
uct to come in from Miami or New Orleans by barge-that is,
once the post -storm travel ban was lifted.

Further complicating matters, the island's entire electrical
grid-never the most robust, even in best of times, says Sim-
mons-was totally knocked out, rendering generators and
pumps useless once their diesel tanks emptied. Power would not
be restored to the island territory for nearly three months.

Three CRM properties there were hardest hit. A 250 -unit
aluminum -frame apartment was "devastated," he says, "with
severe structural damage that included roof systems, collapsed
walls and heavy water infiltration."

The other two properties, 189- and 108 -unit buildings,
both of masonry construction, suffered fewer structural woes
but still got hit. "The roof vents flew off, and water poured into
the eight -inch holes," he says. Despite this, the two buildings

were still able to handle some of the tenant relocations from
the other complex.

As with past storms, a certain population always seems to
leave St. Croix and never returns. Simmons estimates a loss of
nearly 80 families in the 250 -unit apartment, fewer in the other
assets.

Of course, CRM has onsite managers and a list olvendors to
call into action during and after the storm-as Simmons says,
experience is everything. They all know their jobs, naturally,
but responsiveness was hampered both by the lack ofcommuni-
cation due to the failing grid and the need for those managers to
deal with their own personal crises.

Prime among the list of preferred vendors, says Simmons,
is their insurance broker, who, "we kept very close. They have
helped tremendously with the creation of a recovery plan." To-
day, Community is still working with the insurance firm, a pub-
lic adjuster and the owner to pencil out total damages, but Sim-
mons ballparks total losses at $16 million for the 250 -unit asset
and as much as $5 million for the other two properties. Once the
insurance claim is settled, he sees full recovery within 12 months.
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POST -HURRICANE
EMERGENCY REPAIR

, With every storm, "We have to put
together a detailed recovery plan-
right out of the HUD handbook."
-SAYS MICHAEL B. SIMMONS, CPM, NAHP-E.

DESTRUCTION AFTER
HURRICANE MARIA, LESSONS TO SHARE Beyond the protection of property, com-

munication with team members and occupants, and swift re -
mediation after the fact, there is another level of responsibility
for affordable housing managers that other residential manag-
ers needn't deal with: reporting to the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. With every storm, "We have to put
together a detailed recovery plan-right out of the HUD hand-
book-that we have to present to them. HUD was involved in
the approval of the specs and they wanted to see the construc-
tion schedule. They wanted to make sure dollars spent were
paid out properly in terms of the percentage of work completed."

For other affordable housing managers whose assets stand in
harm's way, he advises you to make sure that all of the "T"s are
crossed and "I"s dotted in this additional layer of paperwork.
Also be sure to share all of HUD's requirements upfront with
any contractors with whom you arc involved.

"It's only fair to them," he says. "They need to know how
payments get released and what they have to do so their pay-
ments can get all the necessary approvals from HUD and the
mortgage holder. You want to avoid anything getting kicked
back because it's inaccurate or incomplete."

Despite Community Realty Management's nearly 50 years
in the Caribbean, there are still new lessons to be learned.
Prime among these, the firm now has satellite phones to main-
tain communication, no matter the condition of the power grid
or cell towers. "They're not inexpensive, but cost in this sort of
situation is negligible."
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'Ihere is a basic truth about earthquakes: They always get in the
first punch. "Their very definition is that they're sudden," says
IREM Past President Joe Greenblatt, CPM. He is also presi-
dent and CEO of Sunrise Management, AMO, in San Diego,
with roughly 13,000 apartment units under management there
as well as in Sacramento, Calif., Phoenix and Las Vegas. "To
that extent, they're unlike any other disaster, be it a hurricane or
most wildflres. There's no alarm to warn you they're coming."

Fortunately, 2017 was a fairly moderate year for US earth-
quakes, moderate being defined by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) as no more intense than a 5.9 on the Richter scale.

Another fact about earthquakes is that they are not solely a
California phenomenon. In fact, they are exceedingly common
throughout the states. Earthquakctrack.com reports that the
US sustained nearly 21,000 quakes in the past 365 days. Green-
blatt himself, a 30 -year California resident, reports that the first
quake he ever experienced was while he was still in St. Louis.

Oklahoma seems to he the epicenter of earthquake growth.
The USGS reports that their number has grown every year
since 2009, with more than 2,000 quakes of magnitude three
and above. The often -cited cause is hydraulic fracturing.
Whatever the cause, it is prudent to be aware that few locales
are immune.

l'hat they are so common and sudden only underscores the
need to not get caught off guard. This is not to say that Tulsa,
OkIa., is more likely to sustain a serious quake than San Francis-
co. Rather, it simply means that, "You need to be in a constant
state of' readiness," Greenblatt says.

Of course, there are commonalities among all forms of di-
saster prep, from communications plans and vendor lists to resi-
dent education. But there are also major diffcrentiators, and one
of the steps that figures so largely in other forms of emergency
management is troubling in earthquake zones: insurance.

"It is our experience that a minority of property owners in
California have earthquake insurance," says Greenblatt. "It
isn't included in standard property policies. It's a standalone,
and it's extraordinarily expensive." In fact, he says, quake in-
surance can not only double your premiums hut it can stipulate
a $100,000 deductible-or higher.

"You're not going to use that for modest damage," he says.
"Most modern buildings in California are designed to with-
stand seismic movement, so there's a general expectation that
there'll be either light to no damage or alternatively, but less
likely, cataclysmic damage. You buy insurance against that cat-
aclysmic damage, not just a crack in the wall." They simply take

the risk, he says.

LESSONS TO SHARE. In the face of disasters that are by defi-

nit ion sudden, much of the advice to be shared revolves around
common sense. First, advises, Greenblatt: "Don't be surprised.
Know what you'll need to do to react." And react is the proper
word since most quakes, in addition to being sudden, arc just as
suddenly over, passing within minutes, even if aftershocks erupt

for months following.

He urges managers to develop a solid communications
method, of course, and don't forget the power of social media.
Greenblatt says that CPM Members in Japan, after the 2011
earthquake and tsunami, used Twitter as their major means of
communicating with teams, occupants and clients.

Stores of necessities are always part of an emergency recovery
plan, but Greenblau says over the years, the post -quake mindset

has evolved to the use of durable rubberized trash cans as pre-
paredness kits, simply because of the volume of water, first -aid

items and other supplies they can hold, especially during pro-
longed outages.

Also, promote best practices among your tenants-yes, teach
them the common-sense rules. "You aren't responsible for your
residents' behavior," he says, "but you can do your best to ed-
ucate them." Sunrise periodically circulates best -practices in-
formation sheets, simply as reminders of how to act, with such
common -knowledge information as seeking shelter in a bath-
tub or a doorway; staying away from glass windows; and, if
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you are outside, lying down on the ground away from trees and
structures and covering your head.

There is also advice on how to determine your degree of
risk-which might also help determine if insurance is unavoid-
able. This comes from Before and After Disaster Sirike "Real es-
tate managers should determine if their area has a history of
earthquakes, the likelihood of another quake occurring, and the
amount of damage typically caused by quakes in the vicinity. If
real estate managers determine that earthcivakes arc a Dotential

Unlike most other natural disasters,
earthquakes, especially mild or moder-

ate ones, can leave hidden surprises.
"A building may look sound," says Joe
Greenblatt, "and still be structurally
weakened." Gas and electric lines might
be ruptured. raising the threat of fire
or explosion if lights are turned on or
matches lit.

Before and After Disaster Strikes sug-

gests that, "It may be appropriate to
have a structural engineer inspect the

know how they need to react in order to mitigate damage and
expcdite recovery, and they need to react from a position of
strength, rather than from confusion or chaos.

Property managers, after all, should he the voices of calm
and direction in a crisis. To enforce that voices, a thorough di-
saster management strategy is key. Remember, the question is
not if. It's when. .

building. If the property owner is re-
sponsible for water, sewer and other
underground utilities it may be nec-
essary to have appropriate profession-
als check out the integrity of such util-
ity lines."

Greenbtatt points out that most newer
California properties are being built to
some degree of seismic standard. Nev-
ertheless, there are certain types of
structures that are more susceptible.
According to Before and After, these

range from L-shaped structures and
masonry buildings with no reinforc-
ing steel, to mobile and manufactured
homes. The authors advise that up-
grades to such structures, as possi-
ble, are part of a sound preparedness
strategy.

As the book points out, an earthquake
might last only a few seconds. How
long the emergency remains a crisis in
many respects is really up to building
management and ownership.

John Satustri is a contributing writer for JPM, If you have questions regarding this article or you are an REM Member interested in writing for
JPM. please email jpmtâirem.Org.
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The transformation of Montreal's
former textile factories into trendy loft
office space for the new economy

By Marie -France Benoit, MBA

Photos courtesy of 0 Mile -Ex

The Montreal region, with a population of
over four million, is the second largest metro-
politan area in Canada. It is, to this day, one of Can-
ada's major industrial hubs, providing access to North Ameri-
ca's heartland through its St. Lawrence Seaway port. While the
share ofjohs in the manufacturing sector now only accounts for
10 percent of total employment-the tertiary sector account-
ing for 87 percent, according to provincial government's most
recent stats-the city's commercial real estate landscape bears
witness to its rich industrial heritage.

At the end of the 1930s, the manufacturing sector was the
backbone of Montreal's economy. The garment industry, also
known as the .chmata business, was the greatest of that period,
providing 40 percent of all manufacturing jobs. The production
of clothing and fashion accessories remained the largest manu-
facturing employer in the metropolis until the 1990s as Montre-
al had become the epicenter of the fashion industry in Canada.
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MAIN KNITTING TEXTILE FACTORY (BELOW), BEFORE ITS TRANSFORMATION

INTO 0 MILE -EX (LEFT)

From the 1960s to the 1990s, the industry benefited from
quotas imposed under the Multi Fibre Arrangement, derogatory
international agreements which set export quotas on low -wage

countries to protect the textile industries of developed countries
against competition.

To comply with the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), Canada terminated the Multi Fibre Arrangement
in 1995 and gradually eliminated quotas on imports of cloth-
ing, fabric and textiles over a 10 -year period. With no quotas
or tariffs, the textile industry in Montreal and the provincc of
Quebec could not compete with the low production costs of
other countries.

At the beginning of the 2000s, more than half of the textile
manufacturers in Québec had already ceased operations and
thousands ofjobs were lost. By the time quotas had been com-
pletely eliminated, in January 2005, vacancy in former textile
factory l)uildings was endemic.

SECOND LIFE-CREATING VALUE THROUGH ACTIVE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

It has not been easy to find new uses for these old, multi -story
industrial mammoths, which average 350,000 square feet in
size and are located in densely populated working class neigh-
borhoods, far from the new highways expanding out of the
city core.

Unable to replace lost textile factory tenants with new ones,
or with anyone, landlords offered the excess available space at
unbeatable prices. This affordability, combined with great lo-
cation near gentrifying residential neighborhoods and public
transit, has attracted artists and startups, two often neglected
groups of tenants that have now shown the power to transform
deserted and derelict areas into highly desirable ones.

The great locations and the architectural features of these
buildings are attractive to the creative class looking for work -
live -play lifestyle, while providing an affordable alternative to
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CENTRAL STAIR WAY CONNECTING THE TWO

BUILDINGS OF THE 0 MILE -EX COMPLEX

standard downtown office space. Multi -story garment facto-
ries' open spaces were a natural fit for gaming industry leaders,
the film and post -production industry, studios and co -working

Built in the vicinity of the downtown core before World War

II, the first generation of textile factories' brick -and -beam con-
struction and original wood floors are especially attractive to
the bicycle -riding artists and startups. With much larger floor -

plates and their proximity to public transit, the concrete -framed
factories built in different areas of Midtown from the 1960s to
the late '80s have also provided a low-cost urban alternative for
back offices and call centers.

Transforming former textile factories into loft office space is
quite a challenge and requires extensive operational skills, as ex-

plains Georges Renaud, CPM, president of IREM Québec and
board member of IREM/REIC's Montreal Chapter: "'['here
are no base building features in those clothing manufacturing
buildings. Retrofitting to loft office requires changing windows,
HVAC and electrical distribution systems, and replacing freight
elevators with passenger elevators so they can support density of
office use. Common areas also need to be built."

Not all properties have the same redevelopment potential.
Some buildings are extremely well located for public transit
and/or have parking. Others have none. Lofts must also offer
services expected by today's office tenants that textile factory
workers could only have dreamed of gyms, daycares, restau-
rants, bicycle racks, terraces and other amenities.

Expertise in property management is key to successfully
transforming these old textile factories and creating value, says

Renaud. "Typically, there is only nine feet clear height-slab to
slab-which is not high enough for suspended ceilings, used for
ventilation," he notes. "This is why lofts' ceilings are open. Also,
very large the center floor
providing little daylight. Some developers have built skylights
for their tenants."

NEW SUPPLY UNIQUE TO MONTREAL

The loft space conversions are referred to as Montreal's invisible
cranes, with a supply of new office space that can appear very
quickly or gradually, depending on whether the building is con-
verted all at once or one large floor plate at a time. Undeveloped
industrial loft buildings can trade as low as 55 Canadian dollars
($42) per square foot and are considered by some as land to be
developed.

Today, retrofitted loft office space makes up approximately
10 percent of Montreal's office leasing market. The investment
levels and quality of retrofits varies greatly, from LEED-Silver
certification, white roofs and high -efficiency HVAC systems to
basic hybrid space where office tenants, studios and clothing
workshops co -exist.

The first developers to see the immense opportunity to re-
develop these factories into loft office space were visionary
second generation owners of the empty factory buildings who
were trailblazers by understanding the unique needs of artists,
startups and other non-traditional urban tenants. Seeing their
success, private local developers and investor -entrepreneurs
acquired sites and buildings for repurposing. Institutional in-
vestors have also been active on this market. Allied Properties
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REIT cntered the Montreal loft market in 2005. A de-
cade later, through acquisitions of over 4 million square
feet of mostly loft buildings, the Toronto based REIT has
becomc Montreal's third largest office landlord.

A PLACE TO THRIVE FOR THE URBAN

KNOWLEDGE WORKER

The first major employer to win the battle for talent by ap-
preciating the potential of the old loft buildings was gam-
ing industry giant Ubisoft. In 1998, this French compa-
ny moved into the 250,000 square -foot formerJ.W. Peck
Shirt and Apparel Factory located on iconic St. Laurent
Boulevard. Celebrating its 20th year in the hip Midtown
area of Mile -Ex, where several of the large and recent
conversions have taken place, Ubisoft Montreal now states
that it is the largest game development studio in the world,
with over 3,000 employees. Other new economy compa-
nies and workers have since steadily increased the ranks
of the Mile -Ex creative class, prompting the emergence
of hip restaurants, cafés, fashion and culture, making the
Mile -Ex a hipster's paradise, as reported on Vogue.com
in an article entitled "Mile -Ex: The Hidden Montreal
Neighborhood That's Winning Over the Creative Set."

The quintessence of this former working-class neigh-
borhood's metamorphosis into today's ecosystem for
creative class millennials and urban knowledge workers
came with the announcement in March 2018, that the
Montreal Institute for Learning Algorithms (MILA), the
largest group of artificial intelligence research activity in
Canada, had elected the 0 Mile -Ex, a recently convert-
ed high -end loft complex, as its new home. The 400,000
square -foot complex, once home to Main Knitting Textile
Factory, will group under one roof research labs, artificial

intelligence companies and multimedia organizations that
are part of a new center of excellence in artificial intelli-
gence. The 0 Mile -Ex conversion project, started in 2014,
is now fully leased.

According to the Altus Group's estimates, about 7 mil-
lion square feet of former multi -story factories have been
converted into loft office space since the end of quotas
in 2005, with another roughly 10 million square feet of
unconverted industrial buildings over 80,000 square feet
remaining in Montreal Midtown. Considering its rede-
velopment potential and the increasing property values
for the recent high -quality conversions, Montreal's loft
market should continue to get serious attention. .

Marie -France Benoit is senior director of research, valuation and
advisory with Altus Expert -Service in Montreal.

O MILE -EX EXTERIOR

BEFORE (ABOVE)
AND AFTER (BELOW)
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Marie -France Benoit is senior director of research, valuation and
advisory with Altus Expert -Service in Montreal.
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NET NEUTRALITY AND DATA SECURITY-
What Do They Mean for Property Management?
By Ted Thurn

It is safe to say that technology encompasses almost every facet of our professional
and personal lives. With these advancements, it is vital for businesses and property
managers to keep up with changes in the technology world. Two issues of special
note arc net neutrality and data security

NET NEUTRALITY

OnJune 11, 2018, the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) rolled back
the net neutrality protections that were
put in place in 2015. This rollback was
the result of action taken in December
2017 by the FCC to repeal net neutrality
regulations which prohibited broadband
providers from blocking or throttling
(slowing down) traffic or from offering

so-called "fast lanes" to companies
willing to pay extra to reach consumers
more quickly than competitors.

The issue is not over as it will now
move to the courts, where several groups
are challenging the FCC's decision. Also,
on July 17, Rep. Mike Coffman (R -CO)
introduced a bill, The 21st Century In-
ternet Act, which would codify free inter -
net regulations into law and reinstate the
basic protections implemented in 2015.
Although it will take a while to fully rc-

alize the effects of the new rules, this is a first step in a process that could reshape the
internet.

WHAT IS NET NEUTRALITY?

Network neutrality is the principle that all internet traffic should be transmitted to
consumers with the same quality and at the same speed, regardless of whether an
internet service provider (ISP) has a financial interest in promoting one website over
anothet

In 2015, the FCC changed the way it classified broadband internet in order to pre-
serve net neutrality protections. By reclassifying broadband as a "common carrier"-
similar to airlines, telephone and electricity companies that have to serve everyone-
the FCC solidified its authority to regulate internet access providers and enforce net
neutrality. The FCC's vote in December of 2017 reverts broadband back to its previous
status as an "information service," which means providers face fewer obligations under
the FCC's regulatory structure and effectively removes the FCC's power to create or
enforce net neutrality protections.

WHAT HAS CHANGED?

According to both advocates and opponents, it is unlikely that consumers saw changes
immediately. However, with the restrictions gone, ISPs (e.g. Comcast, AT&T, Verizon,
Charter Spectrum) can offer a website faster and more reliable delivery of its content
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in exchange for a fee. A broadband provider can also raise th(
transmission speed of its own content relative to that of its com-
petitors, and broadband providers now are free to block sites
they find objectionable, which could open them up to political
and public pressure.

Those who advocated for repeal argued that higher profits
will lead broadband providers to invest more in infrastructure,
which could make high-speed internet more widely available in
underserved and rural areas. Repeal was supported by compa-
flies like AT&T and Verizon, which favor less government regu-
lation.

Backers of net neutrality say the FCC's repeal will damage
online companies and consumers. ISPs may charge larger com-
panies fees to send their content over the ISPs' networks and into
people's homes. Those companies would then be forced to either
accept lower margins or pass the cost on to customers. Facebook
and Google spoke out against repeal, saying it would allow broad-

band providers to manipulate access as a way to play favorites.

Finally, net neutrality proponents warned that the June re-
peal could give an unfair advantage to big corporations that
can afford priority or even exclusive access, while devastating
startups and smaller websites that are unable to pay for access
and faster speeds.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR PROPERTY MANAGERS?

The short answer is that we do not yet know. However, the busi-
ness of real estate is increasingly conducted online. Streaming
video, virtual tours and voice-over-internet-protocol (VOIP) are
just some of the technologies that arc commonly used by real
estate professionals today. In the future, new technologies will
be adopted which will undoubtedly require network access that
could be restricted or slowed by an ISP.

According to the NAR website, some real estate profession-
als, realty website operators, and real estate industry -affiliated
content providers believe net neutrality provisions are necessary
to prevent broadband providers from implementing discrimi-
natory practices that could negatively impact real estate profes-
sionals' use of the internet to market their listings and services.

Some possible examples include limiting the public's ac-
cess to certain websites, limiting a firm's access to services of
companies in competition with the ISP's, or charging more
to have the adequate speed necessary to transmit or display
audio or video content such as online property tours, podcasts
or phone services.

DATA SECURITY

Another issue of critical importance is data security. Since all
internet technologies potentially can be hacked, the safety of
properties and buildings should be a priority for all property
managers. Building management systems, fire alarms, eleva-
tors, heating, air conditioning, access control, sprinkler systems
and security systems are all areas which can be vulnerable to
outside threats.

Added to this is the fact that property managers keep and
maintain confidential business and personal information on
systems that can he breached. These breaches may expose fun-
damental security flaws in the way that companies handle con-
sumers' personal information, compromising individual privacy
and putting consumers at an elevated risk of becoming victims
of identity theft.

HOW MUCH LEGISLATION IS NEEDED?

All 50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands have enacted legislation requiring private or
governmental entities to notify individuals if their personal in-
formation may have been exposed by a security breach. How-
ever, for property managers overseeing properties in multiple
states, that could translate into a byzantine headache of navi-
gating the wake of a data breach.

Congress is exploring potential national standards that could
make compliance easier for multistate operators. IREM sup-
ports government efforts aimed at sharing information about
possible cyber threats, establishing reasonable data security
standards, helping avert security breaches, and helping alleviate

their aftermath, while opposing legislation that would be overly
burdensome to property owners, managers or their clients.

WHAT PART DOES DATA PRIVACY PLAY?

Closely related to the issue of data security is data privacy. In
June, one of the toughest data privacy laws in the United States
was passed with the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018.
The legislation, similar to the European Union's General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), is scheduled to go into effect
in 2020. The law gives California residents an array of new
rights, among them the right to know what kinds of personal
data companies have collected and why it was collected, and the
right to have that information deleted. Although technically it
applies only to California residents, this legislation is likely to

have broader implications; among them, it could initiate similar
actions in other states. .

Ted Thurn (tthurn(ãirem.org) is director of government affairs at IREM Headquarters in Chicago.
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INCOME AND
EXPENSE DATA
REFLECT CONTINUED
H EALTHY
MARKET

DESPITE UNCERTAINTIES IN THE

MARKET AND FEARS THAT THE

REAL ESTATE EXPANSION WOULD

EVENTUALLY HAVE TO COME TO

AN END, EVIDENCE FROM IREM'S

RECENTLY RELEASED INCOME!

EXPENSE ANALYSIS® REPORTS

INDICATE THAT THE ECONOMY

REMAINS HEALTHY AND REAL

ESTATE FUNDAMENTALS ARE

NOT WEAKENING.

What has changed in the industry
is heightened attention to data and the
story it can tell. Whether they are assess-
ing their properties' operating efficiency
from year to year, comparing a proper-
ty's performance against others in the
same competitive space, or identifying
opportunities for value enhancement,

practitioners are on the lookout for accu-
rate, accessibic, useable data to support
sound decision making.

IREM's Income/Expense Analysis
reports, based on 2017 year-end operat-
ing results from 10,700 properties, offer
up this data. A few of the highlights from
the 2018 reports reveal that:

> Among conventional apartments,
gross possible rents grew by more than 3
percent across all property types - with
some incrcasc in vacancy and rent loss.
> In the office building sector, vacancies
remained at the 5 percent mark in subur-
ban markets and dropped from 8 percent
to 6 percent among downtown buildings
> Actual minimum rents dropped from
$13.46 per sq. ft. in 2016 to $12.46 in

2017 among shopping centers, with a

slight decline in occupancy from 95 per-

cent to 94 percent
> The turnover ratio at federally assisted
apartments sat at 20.5 percent-well be-
low the 44.4 percent seen in conventional

apartments
) Community associations are setting
aside funds for reserves at the rate of
26.6 percent of total operating expenses
for condominiums and 22.6 percent at
planned unit developments

Detailed information that can be

parsed by metropolitan area, building
age and type, geographic location, and
more is available in a variety of formats,
including hard -copy books, interactive
PDFs that enable data downloads into
Excel files, and customizable online labs
that make benchmarking quick and easy.
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OFFICE BUILDINGS

flU.S. DOWNTOWN
OFFICE BUILDINGS

3Lj.'7 average 259,284 square
feet with 12.1 tenants

_____ U.S. SUBURBAN
OFFICE BUILDINGS 1 461 average 103,156 square

feet with 9.7 tenants______
BUILDINGS BUILDINGS

Median per square foot

s17.24
OFFICE RENTAL INCOME

s22.19
TOTAL COLLECTIONS

slO.49
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS

s.64
MANAGEMENT FEE

47%
OPERATING RATIO

94%
OCCUPANCY

> DOWNTOWN OFFICE BUILDING EXPENSES

Per Median Net Rentable Square Foot

Insurance
$0.23

Services
$1.04

Utilities
$2.17

I
Janitorial,
Maintenance,
Repair
$2.75

Administrative
$1.42

Median per square foot

s17.38
OFFICE RENTAL INCOME

s19.66
TOTAL COLLECTIONS

s8.30
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS

s.61
MANAGEMENT FEE

44%
OPERATING RATIO

95%
OCCUPANCY

> SUBURBAN OFFICE BUILDING EXPENSES

Per Median Net Rentable Square Foot

Utilities

______
$1.80

Insurance Janitorial,
$0 18 Maintenance,

Repair

Service $2.12

$0.76

Administrative
$1.11
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SHOPPING CENTERS

SQUARENTERS

s15.59
GLA MINIMUM RENT

s12.46
AAO MINIMUM RENT

$.54
MANAGEMENT FEE (GLA)

$20.00

$15.00

$1000

$500

$

s13.59
TOTAL GLA ANNUAL INCOME

$16.01
TOTAL AAO ANNUAL INCOME

s.63
MANAGEMENT FEE (AAO)

Median per square foot:
GLA = gross leasable area

AAO = average actual occupancy

s4.27
TOTAL GLA OPERATING EXPENSES

s4.94
TOTAL AAO OPERATING EXPENSES

94%
OCCUPANCY

.10J
) INCOME AND EXPENSE BASED ON SIZE OF CENTER

20,000-49,999 SF 50,000-99.999 SF 100,000-199,999 SF 200,000+ SF
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CONVENTIONAL
APARTM E NTS

I..' 4i24 867,425 99.2%N iii BUILDINGS UNITS UNFURNISHED

median per rentable square foot

) GROSS ELEVATOR

POSSIBLE

s22.41RENT

LOW-RISE 12-24

s13.26
LOW-RISE 25+

s15.31

GARDEN

s13.67
ELEVATOR

> TOTAL ALL
EXPENSES s8.97

LOW-RISE 12-24

s5.84
LOW-RISE 25+

s6.06
GARDEN

s5.34
ELEVATOR

> OPERATING

RATIO 42.9%
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40.5%
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) TURNOVER
RATIO 44.5% 31.3%
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As a percentage of gross possible income
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FEDERALLY ASSISTED
APARTM ENTS

IncLudes Section 202, Section 221(d)3,

799 BUILDINGS 67,052 Section 236, SectionS elderly &
UNITS handicapped, Section 8 family

) TURNOVER 2 5% COMPARED TO 4 11 11 %
IN CONVENTIONAL APARTMENTSRATIO

Median per net rentable square foot

ELEVATOR LOW-RISE GARDEN
> TOTAL

EXPENSES slO.67 s4.31 s7.24
) OPERATING ELEVATOR LOW-RISE GARDEN
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> MANAGEMENT

FEE s.98 s.81 s.80

CONDOMINIUMS, COOPERATIVES,
& PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENTS

1,202 CONDOS 1 30,877uN1T5 / 3OCOOPS 3,333uNITS / 1 ,467PUDs 222,711 UNITS

Median per unit

) CONDOS RANGING FROM > PUDs

s55.60
RANGING FROM $59.06

MONTHLY s31 4.'iO
$537.39 FOR HIGH-RISE

MONTHLY FOR TOWNHOUSES TOCONDOS TO $22111 FOR
$42.09 FOR LOW -RISESASSESSMENT TOWNHOUSES ASSESSMENT

) CONDOS
TOTALALL $2,980.72
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MANAGEMENT s21 6.36
FEE

> CONDO

2 6. 60/
OF TOTAL

RESERVES0 OPERATING EXPENSES

PUDsALL
s541.35EXPENSES

) PUDs
MANAGEMENT s85.71
FEE
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RESERVES 0 OPERATING EXPENSES
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AWARDS
EOR REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT EXCELLENCE

The REME Awards winners will be announced from among the finalists at
the Inaugural Gala Dinner and REME Awards celebration during the IREM
Global Summit on September 29 in Hollywood, FL.

Founding Sponsor Media ParIne,L
-

A B M
® N'1F \J II COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

BuUding Value MuLTI-HOUSING NEWS! I EXECUT1VE

A mobile app to help parents
whose children are transi-
tioning to college. A com-
munity rebuilding program.
A comprehensive, branded
internship program. These are
just a few of the pioneering programs
developed by real estate management
companies that have been named final-
ists for the 2018 REME Awards, which
recognize Real Estate Management Ex-
cellence. The IREM REME Awards
highlight the people and companies who
manage to make a djfference in the industry
and celebrate real estate management by
emphasizing innovative business prac-
tices and sharing successful initiatives to
foster further advancement-locally, na-
tionally and globally.

"So many of the submissions we re-
ceived were outstanding, and it made
narrowing down the finalists a very
difficult decision for the judges. But the
submissions that really stood out were
the ones who were not only working to
improve their companies, but were work-
ing to perpetuate the real estate manage-
ment industry itself," said Ira Krumholz,
CPM, REME Awards Advisory Board
chair, with Western Reserve Property
Management, AMO, in Cleveland. "A
special thanks to all participants for tak-
ing the time to submit, and congratula-
tions to the finalists."

"Though their programs and initia-
tives may vary, the shared commonality
among all of the 2018 REME finalists is a

commitment to add value to their teams,
their clients and their properties. It is an
honor for IREM to be able to champion
these companies and individuals and to
highlight the wonderful work they are
doing," said IREM President Don 'iVilk-
erson, CPM, with Gaston & Wilkerson
Management, AMO, in Reno, Nev. "It is
our hope that the industry takes notice of
what our REME finalists are doing and
builds off of that to continue to propel
our industry forward."
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Recognizing Real Estate Management Companies

CORPORATE CATEGORIES

CORPORATE INNOVATION
>) Recognizes Real Estate Management Excellence for

innovative programs related to technology, customer
service or marketing that are transformational for the
company as a whole, a team or a program.

BMOC, Inc.
MADISON, WIS.

Designed the Best Meals on Campus mobile app for student
housing communities to assist parents when sending their
children off to college.

Cortland Management, LLC, AMO
AlLAN l,

Created a 64 -foot, custom -branded mobile 1tcilities training
unit (Mi'U) to allow for hands-on training experience of
service team members.

United Realty Management Corporation, AMO
TROY. N.Y.

Developed United University, a management training program
designed to provide employees with ongoing training tools to

benefit themselves and the organization as a whole.

CORPORATE AND
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
>> Recognizes Real Estate Management Exceltence for

exemplary corporate responsibility and contributions to the
community that enhance the reputation of the real estate
management industry.

Avesta
TAMPA. FLA.

Assisted in the creation of Cristo Rey Tampa High School;
continued support of the school includes lundraising,
tnanagi ng renovations, teaching, mentori ng and job training.

Hubbell Realty Company
WEST DES MOINES, IOWA

Established the Hubbell Extreme Build initiative, a community

effort among local charities, trades and Hubbell Realty
Company to enhance or rebuild the places people live, work,
learn and play.

cc
We consider the REME Award
for AMO of the Year to be
the Super Bowl trophy of the
real estate industry."

-FREEMAN WEBB COMPANY, AMO, AFTER
RECEIVING THE 2017 REME AMO OF THE YEAR

EMPLOYEE & LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
>> Recognizes Real Estate Management Excellence for exemplary practices that are transformational for the company
as a whole, a team or a program related to one or more of the following: leadership development/succession planning,

employee engagement. onboarding of new employees, wellness programs, internships or other initiatives engaging
young professionals and newcomers to the industry, corporate culture.

Cushman & Wakefield, AMO
WASHINGTON, D.0

Created CWed, an internal education
program with curriculum designed and
developed to educate future managers
and leaders in all things property and
asset management.

MEB Management Services,
AMO
PHOENIX

Engaged in leadership development and
coaching by incorporating "outward
mindset training" to build stronger
communication and teams, as well as
grow with current and existing clients.

Phillips Edison & Company
CINCINNATI

Developed PECOI, a comprehen.ive
internship program, and created a new
brand identity for it, dcsigned to raise the
program's profile and visibility.
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_ SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAMS
WITHIN THE WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT

>> Recognizes Real Estate

Management Excellence for innovative
programs related to technology,
customer service or marketing, that
are transformational for the company
as a whole, a team or a program.

Phillips Edison & Company
CINCINNATI

Partnered with Blue Sky Utility to

enhance thc cncrgy efficiency of their
California propertics by installing new
roof membranes and solar panels, giving
the properties new, maintenance -free
roofs and tenants the ability to purchase
energy at a discounted rate.

Welitower, Inc.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Established a target goal of reducing
absolute energy consumption by 10
percent, and collaborated with tenants
through engagement campaigns,
partnerships and energy efficiency
upgrades to achieve said target.

AMO OF THE YEAR
>> Outstanding performance by an

AMO Firm

Alliance Residential Company,
AMO
PHOENIX

MEB Management Services, AMO
PHOENIX

Woodmont Real Estate Services,
AMO
BELMONT, CALIF.

Recognizing Real Estate
Management Practitioners

INDIVIDUAL
CATEGORI ES

+
CPM OF THE YEAR
Outstanding performance by an IREM Member who holds the CPM
designation

Branden Barker, CPM
Barker Property Management David Martin, CPM
BATON ROUGE, LA. Collett

CHARLOTTE, NC.

David Hopwood, CPM
JLL Mel SchuLtz, CPM
CHICAGO Clarity Commercial

ST. LOUIS PARK, MINN.

Vicki Jenings, CPM
Fitzsimons Redevelopment Authority
AURORA, CO.

+
ARM OF THE YEAR
Outstanding performance by an REM Member who holds the
ARM certification

Alex Bresslauer, ARM
The Peninsula at Hawaii Kai

HONOLULU

John O'Donnell, ARM
Corcoran Management Company, Inc.,
AMO

BRAINTREE, MASS.

C'

Benjamin Oates, Jr., ARM
Marco Polo Apartments

HONOLULU

Kimberly Sisco, ARM
Klingbeil Capital Management

MONTGOMERY VILLAGE. MD.

It is an honor.. .to be recognized by IREM
to our team, partners, clients, family and
the industry.'

-- PATRICIA HUTCHISON, CPIvI, UPON BEING NAMED THE
2017 REME CPM OF THE YEAR
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01 / Cemtrex SmariDesk
Imagine a work surfacc that goes the
extra distance to work for you. Ccmtrcx
has come out with a product that will
turn your imagination into reality. The
SmartDesk is equipped with a powerful
computer built right into the desk-but
don't worry, it's upgradeable. Not only
does it have three 24 -inch, 10 -point

touchscreen displays, a built-in Qi wire-
less charger for your phone and periph-
erals, and a document scanner built into
it as well, it comes outfitted with a Blue -

tooth software phone, rendering your
desktop office model completely obsolete.

SmartDcsk hasn't forgotten about your
comfort, either; it's adjustable for sitting
and standing positions.
Available for Preorder
Price: $3,999
srnartestdesk. corn

03

E
02 I Mars II

Portable Projector
Bringiiig media, niov ics or cven Power -
Point presentations with you while on the

go is easier with the Nebula Mars II Por-
table Projector. The all -in -one projector

has an Android -based operating system
computer with 8GB storage, a dual 10 -
watt JBL speaker system that could fill
any room (or even outdoor space) with
music, and Bluetooth and Wi-fl connec-
tivity for mobile devices as well as lap-
tops. Best of all, it's got a 3,000 lumen
bulb that can fill up to a 300 -inch screen
with a crisp resolution of up to 4K. The
3 -hour rechargeable battery has the po-
tential to power your next presentation
and still have enough juice left to run a
full-length movie.
Price: $649
seenebula. corn

rtIu-ur.zIytI. tu
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04 1

04 I Descript
There arc Pl1tY of audio transcription
tools out thcrc, hut Descript also allows
you to be an audio cditor; once your au-
dio clip is transcribed, you can use the
resulting document to edit the record-
ing. Delete repeated words ("like," "you
know") and not -really -words ("uh" and
"er") by deleting them in the transcript.
Or, add pauses and rearrange words on
the page. Those changes will carry over
to the audio file. Then use Descript's
web commenting feature to share your
revised clip with colleagues and get their
feedback-which they can add as com-
ments to the actual transcript.
Available for: PC and Mac
Pricing: $0.15 per minute with no

monthly fee or $0.07 per minute with
a $20 monthly fee
descrip (.com

05 I Hearphones
Sometimes the conversation is crucial
enough that you have no choice but to
conduct it in a loud environment. Bose
wireless Hearphones go the extra mile to
make sure you can hear every important
word. They start with active noise re-
duction to lower the background clamor.
Then, they add directional microphones
in the earbuds so you can better hear
what's in front of you or around you-
you choose. Hearphones arc powered by

a rechargeable lithium -ion battery that
gives you up to 10 hours of use and re-
charges in less than three.
Price: $499.99
bose. corn

064'

06 I Protimeter BLE
Get a handh ufl moisture management
issues at your properties before they be-
come expensive problems with the help
of Protimeter's latest tool, the Protimeter
BLE. It precisely measures relative hu-
midity, temperature and moisture for a
number of materials, including wood and
drywall, and sends the data to the user's
Android or iOS device via app for easy,
remote review or download. With the ca-

pacity to log up to 1,000 readings, taken
at intervals you can control, BLE gives
you the chance to keep track of condi-
tions over short and long periods of time,
so you can address immediate needs or
analyze patterns and make plans for fu-
ture maintenance.
Price: $99.00
amphenol-sensors.com

by Alex Levin. senior director of technology and communications at tREM Headquarters in Chicago
(a!evinirem.org)
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MEMBER UPDATES
CAREER MOVES AND RECOGNITIONS

Drew Briscoe, CPM,
ACoM, was appointccl
COO of theJCR Com-
panies of Washington,
D.C. He's been atJCR
since 2012, his most

recent position being

that of vice president,
where he drove revenue

through aggressive leasing strategies, di-
cient management oversight, sourcing new
investment opportunities, and assisting in
the development of talent and corporate
strategy. Briscoe will now oversee teasing
and management of the company's approx-

imately 900,000 -square -foot portfolio, as
well as serve onJCR's acquisition, disposi-
tion, and financing teams.

After over 21 years at
Wiley Brooks Com-

pany, Laura CantrelL,

CPM, has opened her
own brokerage, Cantrell

Real Estate & Property
Management Inc., in

Midtown Anchorage.

Laura has been in real
estate for over 30 years, and in her new role

will service clients in the management, leas-

ing and sales of commercial and residential
properties, management of large residential
associations, commercial associations and
receiverships. Laura is an active IREM
Member, having served as president of the

Alaska Chapter, Governing Councilor and
on the Student Academic Committee.

Real Esiale Forum has

recognized John

Combs, CPM, as "Best

Boss in Commercial

Real Estate" in itsJune
issue. Mr. Combs is

founder and principal
of RiverRock Real Es-
tate Group, AMO, in
Newport Reach, Calif.

'I'he publication said of its granting him this
honor, "...Comhs received so many positive
accolades from his stall' and colleagues in
the industry that some of us on the selection

team were ready Lu go work lbr him our-
selves." Mr. Combs is also the recipient of
the IREM Orange County Chapter's 2018
ICON Award.

Alexandra (Alex)
Jackiw, CPM,

CAPS. and pres-

ident of Milhaus
Management in

Indianapolis, was

inducted into the

National Apartment
Association (NAA)

Hall of Fame. "Alex represents the best of
the rental housing industry," says NAA
President & CEO Robert Pinnegar, CAE.
"Her commitment to life-long learning is
apparent in the work she does to educate
industry professionals as well as the schol-
arship established in her name. Through
her work, Alex has earned the respect of
her peers, which is why we are honored to
iudt HI I HI into the NAA Hall ol' F'amc."

Michael Long, CPM.

received a promo-
tion to vice president
of residential oper-
ations from Curry
Real Estate, AMO.
In his new position,
Long will manage
Curry's multifamily

portfolio and develop and drive new strat-
egies to provide high -quality experiences to
all residents. He has been with Curry since
1995 and also served as the IREM Kansas
City Chapter president in 2014.

TheJ. Beard Property Management Com-
pany of Woodland, Texas, has welcomed
Maria L. Flores, CPM, to its team as di-
rector of property management. A 20 -year
professional, Flores' background includes
supervision, leasing and building opera-
tions for commercial mid/high-risc office,
retail, hospitality and medical real estate
assets. "Maria's extensive experience in
property management combined with her
leadership, attitude and overall commit-
ment to excellence will be a great asset to

our property mallagen lent tea rn,' said .Jefl'

Beard, CCIM, president of The J. Beard
Real Estate Company.

There are plenty

of moves going on
at Arizona -based

MEB Management

Services, AMO.

The firm recent-

ly promoted Luz

Bruscini, CPM,

(top) and Dalia

Bureker, CPM,

(center) to senior
vice presidents of
operations in Tuc-
son and Phoenix,
respectively. Ad-

ditionally, Denise

Trentacosta, ARM
and CPM Candi-
date, (bottom) was

promoted to assis-
tant asset director
in Tucson. Finally,
MEB is adding a
new office to its list
of locations, put-

ting down stakes in
Salt Lake City.

The Villa Nue-

va Group, a San
Jose, Calif.-hascd
commercial real

estate brokerage
firm led by Joseph

Villanueva, CPM,

has joined Sperry
Commercial Glob-
al Affiliates as an
affiliate to spear-

head expansion in Silicon Valley and the
San Francisco Bay area. Villanueva's focus

will be on sales and leasing efforts, and in-
tegrating all services for SperryCGA cli-
ents by utilizing resources within the Sper-
ryCGA platform to assist them with their
real estate portfolios
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industry professionals as well as the schol-
arship established in her name. Through
her work, Alex has earned the respect of
her peers, which is why we are honored to
iudt HI I HI into the NAA Hall ol' F'amc."

Michael Long, CPM.

received a promo-
tion to vice president
of residential oper-
ations from Curry
Real Estate, AMO.
In his new position,
Long will manage
Curry's multifamily

portfolio and develop and drive new strat-
egies to provide high -quality experiences to
all residents. He has been with Curry since
1995 and also served as the IREM Kansas
City Chapter president in 2014.

TheJ. Beard Property Management Com-
pany of Woodland, Texas, has welcomed
Maria L. Flores, CPM, to its team as di-
rector of property management. A 20 -year
professional, Flores' background includes
supervision, leasing and building opera-
tions for commercial mid/high-risc office,
retail, hospitality and medical real estate
assets. "Maria's extensive experience in
property management combined with her
leadership, attitude and overall commit-
ment to excellence will be a great asset to

our property mallagen lent tea rn,' said .Jefl'

Beard, CCIM, president of The J. Beard
Real Estate Company.

There are plenty

of moves going on
at Arizona -based

MEB Management

Services, AMO.

The firm recent-

ly promoted Luz

Bruscini, CPM,

(top) and Dalia

Bureker, CPM,

(center) to senior
vice presidents of
operations in Tuc-
son and Phoenix,
respectively. Ad-

ditionally, Denise

Trentacosta, ARM
and CPM Candi-
date, (bottom) was

promoted to assis-
tant asset director
in Tucson. Finally,
MEB is adding a
new office to its list
of locations, put-

ting down stakes in
Salt Lake City.

The Villa Nue-

va Group, a San
Jose, Calif.-hascd
commercial real

estate brokerage
firm led by Joseph

Villanueva, CPM,

has joined Sperry
Commercial Glob-
al Affiliates as an
affiliate to spear-

head expansion in Silicon Valley and the
San Francisco Bay area. Villanueva's focus

will be on sales and leasing efforts, and in-
tegrating all services for SperryCGA cli-
ents by utilizing resources within the Sper-
ryCGA platform to assist them with their
real estate portfolios
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NEW CPMS, AMO FIRMS &
CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE PROPERTIES
JUNE &JULY, 2018
NEW CPMs
ALABAMA
Leigh C. Barlow, CPM.
Tuscaloosa

ARIZONA
Megan M. Oruding. CPM, Phoenix

Lisa M. Pudewell, CPM, ARM,
Scot tsdale

ARKANSAS
Eric M. Varner. CFM. Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Jason J. Acosta. CPM. ARM,
Aliso Viejo

Rafael G. Nicolescu, CPM, ARM,
Greenbrae

Kimberly A. Cart, CPM, Irvine

Maria L. Holsinger. CPM.
Long Beach

Ryan S. Swehla, CPM, Modesto

Brianna McHenry. CPM,
Newport Beach

Ruby F. Chou, CPM,
Rolling Hills Estates

Megan M. Faircloth, CPM,
San Diego

Jennifer R. Flood, CPM.
San Diego

Stephen M. Griswold, CPM,
San Diego

Jason F, Smith, CPM,
San Francisco

Julie C. Venegas, CPM
San Francisco

Joseph Villanueva, CPM,
San Jose

COLORADO
Bonnie S. Keyes. CPM, Parker

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Lavon P. Butler, CPM

FLORIDA
Sandy G. Clark, CPM. ARM,
Brandon

Carling A. Moore, CPM,
Jacksonville

Ronald Supancic, CPM, Ocala

Ronnie H. Adams, CPM.
Panama City

GEORGIA
Patrick R. Baumer, CPM. Atlanta

Michelle N. Romeo, CPM, Atlanta

Jamie C. McKee, CPM. ARM,
Jonesboro

Laura E. Wozniak, CPM. ARM.
Marietta

ILLINOIS
Kimberly S. Bejlovec. CPM.
Napervilte

IN DIANA
Kimberly B. Olry, CPM,
Indianapolis

MARYLAND
Jesse Martinez, CPM.
Chevy Chase

MASSACHUSETTS
Ryan M. Quick, CPM, Boston

Courtney Mathiowitz, CPM. ARM,
Nor wood

MICHIGAN
Melissa M. Dillon, CPM, ARM,
Kalamazoo

MISSOURI
Ellie D. Mills, CPM. St. Louis

NEW YORK
Erin K. Leahy. CPM, New York

Edina Lemo, CPM, New York

Christopher Perkowski, CPM,
New York

NORTH CAROLINA
Alex R. Peschell, CPM,
Greensboro

Lance G. Ramsey, CPM.
Greensboro

Herbert I. Spear, CPM, Kinston

OHIO
Paul J. Fillman, CPM. New Albany

OREGON
Sarah B. Bennett, CPM, Eugene

Maija E. Mueller. CPM, Hillsboro

Andrea L. Kirch, CPM, Portland

PENNSYLVANIA
Joan M. Wiacek. CPM,
Philadelphia

RHODE ISLAND
Michael D. St.Cyr. CPM, Warwick

TENNESSEE
Rebecca L. Preston. CPM,
Chattanooga

Robert M. Sabin, CPM,
Chattanooga

Lawrence M. Magdovitz. CPM,
Cordova

Jennifer A. Koss, CPM, Nashvitle

Sully Lemmons. CPM, Nashville

TEXAS
Sarah Foxworth, CPM, Austin

Lura E. McMichael, CPM. Dallas

Melissa R. Froese, CPM.
Highland Village

Kathryn Swift, CPM, Round Rock

UTAH
M. Danny Davis, CPM. ARM.
Hill AFB

Amy Galbraith, CPM, Midvale

Walter W. Brock, CPM, Salt Lake
City

Craig L. Cardall. CPM.
Salt Lake City

Dale G. VanWagoner. CPM,
West Jordan

VIRGINIA
Neil R. Werner, CPM, Alexandria

Sohie H. Papailiadis, CPM.
Arlington

Andrew M. Wells, CPM
Blacksburg

Robert L. Wilbur, CPM,
Charlottesville

Lindsay E. Merritt, CPM, Herndon

Jaime J. Varon, CPM.
Mechanic sville

WASHINGTON
Natalie M. Foskey. CPM.
Ly n nwoo d

Thomas M. Newell, CPM. Seattle

WISCONSIN
Timothy P. WalIen. CPM. ARM.
Brookfield

Margaret D. Porco. CPM, Madison

CANADA
Michele Askew. CPM. ARM.
Calgary. Alberta

Sinmisola 0. Oyenuga. CPM.
ARM, Calgary, Alberta

Serghei Neth, CPM.
Mississauga. Ontario

Jessica Greenberg, CPM.
Ottawa, Ontario

Christina L. Stus, CPM. ACoM,
Saskatoon. Saskatchewan

JAMAICA
Tricia R. Harris, CPM.
Independence City

JAPAN
Kenichi Hirota, CPM, Osaka

Shigeto Yonekura, CPM, Osaka

REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Seok Heon Moon. CPM. Seoul

NEW AMO FIRMS
CALIFORNIA
Project Management, Inc. AMO,
Sacramento

MARYLAND
Rachuba Management. Inc. AMO.
Eldersburg

NEW YORK
United PIus Property
Management, LLC, AMO, Troy

JAPAN
CF Net's, AMO. Kamakura-City

NEW CERTIFIED
SUSTAINABLE
PROPERTIES
CALIFORNIA
Diablo Vista Apartments.
Livermore
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Houston Chapter President
Stephanie Swanson, CPM, ACoM
(left), and Golf Chairperson Kim

Hannigan, ACoM (right),
present the REM Foundation

with a $4,000 donation

Tips for Chapter
Growth through
Foundation Funding
Byjo D. Miller
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There is a funny saying in our home state: "I wasn't born in age of skilled property management professionals. "By showing

Texas, but I got here as fast as I could." The same idea applies leaders at property management firms that IREM is commit -

for the Houston Chapter and the IREM Foundation. For many
years, our chapter viewed the Foundation as a charitable arm of

I REM, but not as anything we could use as a resource. We knew

hinds existed, but didn't view them in terms of our members'
needs or our own membership growth. In 2008, the Houston
Chapter signed on for an IREM Foundation Restricted Fund
and, recognizing the value of this resource, began heavily pro-
moting the opportunity to earn scholarships at luncheons, on
our website and on IREM course marketing, leveraging testi-

monials from previous scholarship recipients.

GROWTH FOR MEMBERS

On an annual basis, we assist an average of 15 members with
the scholarship application process. It allows them to expedite
their journeys toward an IREM credential, encourages great-
er engagement within IREM and helps the chapter retain very

worthy professionals. "Our chapter stresses that
members donate funds to the Foundation to
give back, and we highlight how many funds
go unused each year. We do this in order to
impress upon applicants that the scholarship
program is not need -based," said 2018 Houston
Chapter President Stephanie Swanson, CPM, ACoM, of Tran-
swestern, AMO. By removing the stigma of "needing funds" vs.

"utilizing funds," it makes applying more desirable.

STRENGTH FOR THE INDUSTRY

When promoting the Foundation at events, we tout it as a source
for workforce development to help offset the anticipated short-

ted to their employees, they in turn become more committed to
IREM," said Houston Chapter vice president of membership
Sheryl Green, CPM, of Camden Property Trust, AMO. "When
we share stats of how many dollars have been awarded, it adds

clout to IREM's mission of education."

BENCH STRENGTH FOR THE CHAPTER

We remind recipients to stay involved, and the majority of the
time they do. A member who has been helped by the Founda-
tion is more likely to feel an allegiance to IREM. When review-
ing the last five years of scholarship recipients, we found:

) 92 percent are stilt REM members

50 percent have earned an REM credential, with a
huge majority still working toward a 2019 credential

79 percent have given back to the chapter via
volunteerism, financial contribution, writing for the blog,

mentoring and serving as a chapter leader

NOTHING TO LOSE AND EVERYTHING TO GAIN

Because of these statistics, we feel the need to support the Foun-
dation through funds raised at chapter events. This year, as a
means to thank the Foundation for supporting our members, we

took a portion of our Golf Open profits and directed the funds
to the Foundation. The total was $4,000, and we believe that

contribution will grow annually. We are certain about the re-
turn for our investment and urge other chapters to consider both

utilizing and supporting the Foundation to a greater extent.

Jo D. Miller has served as the REM Houston Chapter executive director for nearly 18 years and is currently a first -year REM Foundation Board Member.
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The Technical Side
of Ethics
By David G. Barrow, CPM

Technology is a force multiplier that increases our efficiency and agility.

As property managers, we use technology on a daily basis, but few truly

understand how it works and its vulnerabilities. If we are not diligent in our

use of these systems, our actions could result in unintended violations, like

the ones illustrated here, of the IREM Code of Professional Ethics:

DILEMMA 1

You are working on a lease renewal with an outside broker.
There are several long email chains that are being used during
the negotiations. Early in one of these email chains, your client
outlines their strategy and sets minimum acceptable terms.
Later in this same chain, the client asks a question that the
broker should answer, so you forward the email to him.

By forwarding the string, you accidentally sent your client's
negotiation strategy to the outside broker. If discovered, this
information could be used to undermine the negotiations and
would likely result in financial damage to your client.

Article 2 of the IREM Code, Confidentiality,' and Article 8
of the AMO Code of Professional Ethics, "Disclosure," put the
burden of protecting proprietary or confidential information onto

the REM Member or AMO Firm. As REM Members, we should

always be mindful of any information in our possession that if

divulged, even in error, could potentially be injurious or damaging

to our clients.

DILEMMA 2

You work for a small AMO Firm that is desperately trying to
grow its business. Your firm is bidding for a large management
account. If you don't win the bid, several members of your team
will have to be laid off Your boss comes to you to discuss a
strategy that may tip the scales in your favor: The potential client

is very concerned with the online reputation of any firm with
which they work. They view bad ratings of their management
company as unacceptable. Your firm recently received negative
reviews from friends and family of a disgruntled former tenant.
Your boss, a CPM, says that it would only take a few "five-star"
ratings about your company to I iic'rease your standing and your
chances of winning the account. He feels the negative reviews
were not true in the first place and asks you to help him create
false accounts and use them to post strong reviews of your firm.

Article 5 of the REM Code, "Relations with Other Members
of the Profession, and Article 6 of the AMO Code, 'Relations
with Other Organizations in the Profession," specifically prohibit

"false or misleading statements" and require truthful, factual
statements in professional activities. The IREM Member Pledge

additionally requires members to "maintain the highest moral
and ethical standards" as well as "recognize and support the
need to preserve and encourage fair and equitable practices

and competition..." As a CPM, you also have the obligation under

Article 13 of the REM Code, "Duty to Report Violations," to report

your boss's possible violations of the Code to IREM if he did make

the posts.

David Barrow, CPM, (dav,dbtadodsoncommercial.com) rs vice president of commercial real estate for Dodson Commercial Properties LLC in Richmrnd, Va,
and a member of REM's Ethics Committee.
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1-800-624-5269

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER
9/12

Georgia Chapter Industry
Partner Trade Show and

Luncheon

Location: Atlanta
Visitor(s): Chip Watts, CPM

9/13

Mississippi Chapter
Management Symposium

Panel Discussion

Location:

Jackson, Miss.

Visitor(s): Anne -Marie

Niklaus, CPM

9/14

Boston Metropolitan Chapter
80th Anniversary Gala

Location:

Boston

Visitor(s):

Don Wilkerson, CPM

Western Washington Chapter

Executive Committee

Meeting & Annual Fall

Membership Meeting
Location: Seattle

Visitor(s):
Renee Savage, CPM

9/20
New York Capital Region

Chapter Executive

Committee Meeting, Chapter
Luncheon & Corporate

Outreach Meetings
Location: Troy, N.Y.

Visitor(s): Chip Watts, CPM

9/26 -29

REM Global Summit

Location: Hollywood/Ft.

Lauderdale, Fla

Visitor(s): All Officers

10/7-11

CCIM Annual Governance

Meeting & Conference

Location:

Chicago

Visitor(s): Chip Watts, CPM;
Denise Froemming

10/8 -10

ExpoReal

Location: Munich

Visitor(s):

Don Wilkerson, CPM

10/11

Minnesota Chapter

Executive Committee and
Committee Chairs Planning

Meeting & Outreach

Meetings

Location:

Minneapolis, MN

Visitor(s): Cheryl Gray, CPM

Minnesota Chapter

Executive Committee
Meeting & Chapter Luncheon

Location: Milwaukee, WI
Visitor(s): Chip Watts, CPM

10/2 3

San Joaquin Chapter

Executive Committee
Meeting, Chapter Luncheon

& Outreach Visits

Location: Bakersfield, CA
Visitor(s): Greg Cichy, CPM

10/25
China Shanghai Chapter

CPM Ceremony

Location: Shanghai

Visitor(s):

Don Wilkerson, CPM
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THERE ISA BASIC TRUTH ABOUT

EARTHOUAKES: THEY ALWAYS GET

IN THE FIRST PUNCH:'

HI

the greaØocations and the architectural
features 5f these buildings are attractive to the
creative class looking for work -live -play lifestyle,
while providing an affordable alternative to
standard downtown office space." r:o

52 jpm SEPOCT 2018
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ABM partners with you to make those moments exceptional.

janitorial ' HVAC & Mechanical
Landscape&Grounds SpecialtyServices
Parking&Transportation ' Integrated Facilities Solutions
Facilties Engineering

ABM.
Learn more at ABMcom/Commercial or caU 877.881.7948 Building Value

02018 ABM Industries Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Invoice Processing
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Swift Real Estate Partners saves
time with Yardi® Procure to Pay
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Read the Swift story at Yardi.VIP/Swift

800.866.1144
Yardi.com/P2P

YARDS
I

Energized for Tomorrow
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